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S&C refurbishment
Extending life of S&C
components with mobile rail
rotational planning machines
(DHOB)
INTRODUCTION
Rails in switches and crossings (S&C), as
for plain line have the potential to suffer from
various damages and defects which can
have a significant impact on ride quality, train
running behaviour as well as operating safety.
Poor longitudinal and transverse rail profiles in
S&C can not only cause reduced passenger
travelling comfort and increased levels of noise
and vibrations for nearby residents, they can
also cause increased wear and tear on the
actual S&C track system itself; (fastenings/
ballast/sleepers/subgrade). Generally this
results in a significant increase in maintenance
costs for S&C systems. No doubt it also has an
impact on maintenance costs for vehicles.
As in plain line, rolling contact fatigue (RCF)
defects in rails in S&C can impose a significant
risk in operating safety. Sudden changes
in rail profiles on running rails, stock rails,
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wing rails and switch blades when trains are
running through S&C can cause induced high
impact loads. These high impact loads will
create significant stresses to S&C components
potentially resulting in RCF type damage such
as head checks and gauge corner cracking. It
is therefore of the utmost importance that the
rail transverse and longitudinal profiles in S&C
are maintained properly and to the highest
accuracy in order to reduce potential high
impact loads and minimise degradation and
damage of S&C components.

to different transverse profiles depending on
requirements (anti-head check profiles on high
rails, stock and switch rails in turnouts).

DHOB TECHNOLOGY

The first innovative characteristic of the
rotational planing technology is that each of
the cutting tools, which can be independently
positioned, performs a rotating movement
combined with a short longitudinal movement
(parallel to the running surface of the rail) at
the moment when the cutting tools come into
contact with the rail.

DHOB technology also called rotational planing
combines the typical milling characteristics
(accurate transverse profile) and planing
characteristics (accurate longitudinal profile)
into one single technique. Moreover this new
technology allows for change of target profiles
during the rotational planing process. This
way each rail can be independently machined

The rotational planing technology is based on
a 1.400 mm diameter cutting wheel carrying
32 cartridges. The cartridges hold straight
and curved planing blades and are arranged
in such way that the wheel follows the target
contour of the rail head transverse profile
extending from 14mm below the gauge face of
the rail all the way to the field side of the rail.

The second characteristic is that the desired
target profile can be continuously changed
during the rotational planing process and that
these changes can be done independently for
each rail
The rotating planing technology allows for full
machining of all types of rail on both tracks
and switches. The DHOB can be used for both
preventative and corrective treatment of rails
since the cutting depth of the tools can be
adjusted from 0.2mm up to 2.0mm.

Figure 1: Pre and post transverse profile

Figure 2: Milling versus rotational planning
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Apart from the advantages of the use of
DHOB in the treatment of rails in tracks, when
it comes to machining of rails in switches,
rotational planing offers major advantages
with regards to quality, productivity and
environment compared to conventional
grinding technology:
1.

Higher accuracy transverse profile,
maximum deviation from target profile is
0.1mm

2.

Higher accuracy longitudinal profile, well
within the requirements of the European
Norm 13241-3:2012 even without
subsequent treatment.
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Figure 3: Rotational planing head
3.

Single pass, high output production, even
when surface defects of significant depth
are to be removed.

4.

Low set-up times from travel to working
mode and vice versa (up to 3 minutes)
and fully automated machining process

5.

Full treatment of all rails within the switch
including stock rail, guard rail and switch
rails at higher precision and accuracy
than can be achieved by conventional
S&C grinders.

6.

Since the rotational planning technology
does not generate sparks or dust there
is no need for additional cleaning
following the machining process. It is not
necessary to cover or clean switch slide
chairs and rollers, insulated joints and
switching and signalling equipment. There
is also no need to re-lubricate slide chairs
following the DHOB machining process.

MACHINES
The first DHOB machine has been working for
Deutsche Bahn since 2013. Currently there are
3 DHOB machines in operation on Deutsche
Bahn. Due to the demonstrated high quality
performance and accuracy of the machining
process, the DHOB has been fully approved to
work on high speed tracks and S&C with line
speeds of up to 300km/h on Deutsche Bahn
The DHOB is designed for working on both
mainline railway systems as well as on urban
metro/underground systems including LUL.
The machine is compatible with UIC, W6A
and LG1-2-3 loading gauges. It is capable of
machining both rails simultaneously in tracks
and switches and the machining tools and
guiding system are positioned in such way that
there is no need to remove any track switching
and signalling equipment.
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The base DHOB consists of 2 wagons, one
containing the rotating planing technology
and one containing a final polishing system
and chips/swarf container. The base DHOB
consists has its own working mode traction
system (15kmh) and during transit it is capable
of being towed at speeds of up to 100kmh
Depending on the application, the DHOB
consist can be positioned and connected in
between either the “rail” locomotive/control
cars or “metro” locomotive/control cars.

DHOB machine
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